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The perfect
anchor for
your POS

Security with the ANKER poles

„I am proud when I see ANKER products at
the cash desk while shopping – products
that I played a key role in developing. That
motivates me to do my very best every
single day.“
Rainer Beek
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Innovation

The spirit of innovation is part of our tradition and history. We are always
on the look out to identify new market requirements and opportunities
at early stages and respond with innovative solutions to meet evolving
customer needs.
Furthermore, we have always been focused on the future. New market
requirements are identified and successfully mastered. ANKER has
always been an innovative company with a great desire for progress.
Many inventions in the POS industry, which are now a matter of course,
were first thought of or launched on the market by ANKER.

OUR TRADITION INSPIRES US TO LIVE AND
BREATHE INNOVATION AND TOP QUALITY.
„As the head of assembly I am not only
aiming for efficiency but for a motivated
team and the highest product quality
possible.“
Andreas Eickhölter
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Quality

ANKER products last longer! ANKER consistently ensures product
quality through processes, tests, investments, and the quality
promise of every single employee.

SERIAL NUMBERS
Computer-based tracking of products and deliveries via serial numbers.
EXTERNAL TESTS
By engaging external examination bodies, our product quality is
always examined and evaluated by independent sources. Recently, a
DEKRA test confirmed 4.2 million opening cycles for the Standard Cash
Cassette SCC plus.
INTERNAL TESTS
100% test procedures – every cash cassette or drawer is tested
electronically for functionality.
COMMITMENT
Assembly employees “sign” completed cash cassettes and personally
vouch for the quality of their work.
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„Especially for us as a premium supplier of
POS hardware it is crucial to guarantee the
highest level of product security. That’s
why we rely on professional manufacturing as well as a smart product design
that optimally prevents thievery. Because
when it comes to our customer’s money,
we do not compromise.“
Dr. Fabian Schühle
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Security

Security has top priority at the point of sale. With ANKER products, you will
always be on the safe side. They guarantee the highest protection during
the entire process chain at the POS. Thanks to intelligent product designs,
your money is reliably protected from unauthorised access at all times.
Count on robust and intelligent products for secure transactions. From
special security locks, to security seals, right up to reliable workmanship
of high-quality materials, ANKER products gurantee safety for your money.

FOR 360° DEGRESS SECURITY WITH
100% RELIABILTY AND FLEXIBILITY.
„I find it really exciting to see how the
industry has developed over the years.
Identifying our customers’ needs and
offering every customer a solution that is
perfect for them as part of this development, rekindles our enthusiasm every
single day.“
Maik-Oliver Winzker
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Flexibility

The majority of all customer requirements are covered by our high quality
and cost-effective standard products.
With our expertise, we can also create solutions for very specific demands
that our standard range cannot fulfil. Due to our long experience in the
market, our industry know-how and the close collaboration with our
numerous customers, requirements at the point of sale are identified and
met successfully. Each individual product development is an exciting
challenge, which needs to be mastered. With ANKER, you will always receive
a reliable product, tailored to your needs, whether it is a standard product,
a flexibly configured standard solution, or a customised solution.
Standard products

Standard solutions

Customised solutions

“Off-the-shelf“ for
conventional
implementation scenarios
in high quantities

Flexible configurable,
modular solutions

Custom-made
solutions

Delivery time
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ANKER Standard products

The perfect anchor for your POS
Products of the standard product category offer you a major advantage:
They are available ready-assembled from stock. This guarantees quick
reaction times and short delivery periods. This makes you extremely
flexible in planning and able to take action in unpredictable requirement
situations.
Firmly secured for secure payment
Our ANKER poles for pay terminals belong to the group of standard
products. The lockable slider offers you, and particularly your customers,
an effective security mechanism for preventing hardware manipulation.
Skimming is a term that repeatedly comes up with the use of EC cards
or credit cards at the POS. ANKER’s pay terminal adapters impede the
manipulation or even the replacement of pay terminals, in order to spy out
and even copy the customers data.
Effectively prevent manipulation
ANKER poles for pay terminals secure your card reading device ideally with
mounting brackets or lockable sliders. This way, opening the terminal or
attaching a skimming device is prevented extremely effectively. The complete, unauthorised replacement of the terminal is also only realisable with
considerable time and work effort. Any manipulation would also be noticed
immediately.

Technical data

Pipe diameter
40/54 mm

Material
galvanised steel

Surface
powder-coated

› High security with a lockable slider
› Customisable adaptive security concept
› Inner cable routing, hygienic and easy to clean
› Compatible with all established terminals
› Durable to high-quality materials

Adaptive security concept
ANKER offers you an adaptive security concept for safeguarding the
terminal. With this, you decide the extent to which you protect your customers sensitive data. The terminals are placed in the EFT poles, reliably
secured with an additional seal or with a security key lock. They offer the
right solution for any requirement
Long service life due to sturdy design
ANKER poles are made of sturdy, high-quality, round steel that is 2 mm
thick. The hinge, with which the card terminal can be continuously tilted
by your customer is also of a high quality and ensures constant, consistent functionality. The diameter of the pipe system is selected such that
all cables can be conveniently installed within the tube. It offers additional protection against manipulation, depreciation or damage. A further
advantage of the pipe system is the easy cleaning and the hygienic
mounting.

Hygienic and elegant solution due to
inner cable routing

Available for all relevant pay terminals
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Stand-alone or in the system
ANKER poles for pay terminals can be permanently mounted on the cash
desk as a stand-alone solution. In this standard version, the ANKER pole
is delivered with robust powder coating in RAL 7021. The secure mounts
are available for all common EFT terminals. The terminal-specific mount
can also be used as a component of a complete solution.

Also available as ANKER terminal mounting for multifunctional use in
the health sector.

Applicable in the health sector

Versions
Colour
RAL 7021

Modular
system

Theft
protection

Counter clamp for mounting on the counter

The security levels of the ANKER EFT poles
Do you need your card reader to cash-up at the table, but do not want it just lying around? In that case, our mountings are your ideal solution! All ANKER mountings hide every necessary cable perfectly inside and your card reader lies stable in the mounting. You only have to
decide on one security level.

Pole with slider and lock
Maximum security of the EFT
device at the point of sale by a plug
lock. The holder cannot be opened
without the key

Pole with safety bracket
Thanks to the firmly screwed
bracket, the EFT device sits
theft-proof in the holder without
any chance of unauthorized access.

Pole with screwed on EFT terminal
The mounting with screwed-on EFT
device offers a stable and theft-proof
solution.

Pole with form fixed EFT terminal
Maximum flexibility! Your card reader
fits firmly in the holder and can be
removed quickly and easily.

Find out more:
www.aks-anker.com
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ANKER poles configurator

Are you looking for a flexible mounting system for your POS components? ANKER lets you configure the ideal mounting system for your
checkout desks with just a few clicks with the world’s first pole configurator. A printer on the right, a payment terminal on the left, a monitor
in the middle? Or would you prefer just one arm? Rotatable? There are
no limits to your creativity. Modify tried-and-tested industry classics to
your heart’s content or start your configuration from scratch to find the
perfect solution for your individual requirements

How do I get my individual pole?

› Start your configuration

1. Visit our configurator: http://konfigurator.aks-anker.de/en
2. Choose between an expert configuration or a guided configuration
3. Create your individual pole
4. Order your configuration and benefit from enhanced efficiency and
ergonomics at the POS.

› Expert configuration: configuration from
the scratch

Thanks to the modular product system, the height, number, and orientation of the arms, as well as the type of devices to be attached, can
be selected freely. The poles, made of high-quality steel, unite flexibility, stability, and extreme longevity.

Improved efficiency at the POS due to a sensible ergonomic
arrangement
Customize your pole with your corporate logo
Your pole is delivered in a fully assembled state

› Configuration of the selection

Find your perfect pole in just a few clicks
Adaptable to all applications, stable, tailor-made

Start your configuration now:
konfigurator.aks-anker.de

› Order the completed configuration

Individualising the POS has never been easier
Two years after its spin-off from the Oracle Group, Anker Kassensysteme GmbH surprises its customers with a real innovation. At http://konfigurator.aks-anker.de/, interested customers can use the world's first pole configurator to put together the
ideal mounting system for their checkout workstation with just a few clicks. A printer on the right, the card reader on the left, a
customer display in the middle? Or just one arm? Pivot? There are virtually no limits to the creativity of the configurator users.
You can choose between a guided configuration and an expert configuration.
When modifying industry classics or a configuration, starting 'on the green field', users can independently create a perfect
solution for their individual needs. Thanks to the modular product structure, the number and orientation of the arms as well as
the type of equipment to be attached can be freely selected. "The configurator is a great way for our customers to finally get
the cash desk workstation they need. A workplace-specific arrangement of work equipment at the point of sale can immensely
increase efficiency", emphasises ANKER Managing Director Dr. Fabian Schühle. "We notice again and again that some customers are not even aware of what is possible in this area. Our stand configurator allows us to show our customers their options
in the most modern way".
The poles made of high-quality steel combine flexibility, stability and extreme durability. ANKER relies on standardised processes in order to be able to offer the customer-specific poles. Even delivery times of less than two weeks or the printing of
individual customer logos on the poles are no longer a problem. With the Poles configurator, the majority of all application
scenarios can be mapped at the POS. ANKER continues to fulfil very unusual customer wishes within the framework of individual development projects.
Convince yourself of the high-quality Poles solutions from ANKER and be inspired by the world's first Poles configurator:
configurator.aks-anker.de
Team ANKER wishes you a lot of fun configuring!

Find out more:
www.aks-anker.com

ANKER standard solutions

100 % ﬂexibility for your POS due
to the ANKER modular concept
We aim to provide you with a customised solution for your POS within
a few days. In order to archive that objective, we developed the ANKER
modular concept.
Flexible design of your checkout
ANKER poles are a modular system, from which you can put together your
own customised solution by selecting different components. Our modular
technology platform is comprised of numerous individual components,
e.g. pedestals, arms and sockets in different lengths, printer adapters, pay
terminals, adapters or wall mounts. You will have a tailor-made solution
straightforwardly configured within a few minutes by using the ANKER
modular concept. Components can be replaced or extended easily and
simply even afterwards.
Further informationen regarding our configurator please visit:
konfigurator.aks-anker.de
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Technical data

Pipe diameter
40/54 mm

Material
galvanised steel

Surface
powder-coated

› Quick and customised according to the modular
principle
› Short delivery times for standard components
› Long life span of the installation
› Inner cable routing, hygienic and easy to clean
› Flexibly adaptable to your requirements

No compromises at the checkout
With all of the components of the modular system, the cables are installed
within the system. Therefor you have a hygienic and easy to clean solution.
Individual modules of your solution are inserted into one another. With this
type of design, you will have a checkout with a calm and very tidy layout, so
that the pay terminals adapt perfectly to the environment. Another benefit is
the high stability of the ANKER poles. No wobbling, no crooked installation,
even after many years. A high level of cleanliness is also achieved quickly due
to surfaces that are very easy to clean.

ANKER pole with tablet, pay terminal, printer
and cash cassette; tablet mounting available
for all common tablet brands and sizes

Arbitrarily and intelligently adaptable
The intelligent ANKER modular system offers absolute ﬂexibility with the
installation of your POS hardware. Now and in the future. The system
can be adapted quickly to new requirements afterwards, at any time. Do
you no longer need a VESA mount and would like to change over to a
tablet? With the ANKER poles, that is no problem. You only need to replace your VESA mount with a tablet mount. All other components remain
unchanged. This way, all options are open to you.
Short delivery times
Quick availability is important. Short delivery times simplify the planning
and give you the necessary security for unforeseeable requirements.
From the large portfolio of the modular technology platform, ANKER has
defined the most selected components as a special standard. This gives
you the opportunity to always purchase your customised solution in a
specific quantity from stock. This way, you will have your own personal
solution and you will profit from the quick availability of individual components

ANKER Pole with display and pay terminal

Versions
Colour
RAL 7021
freely selectable

Modular
system

Theft
protection

Scanner holder can be mounted at the socket
and the arm, for example for self checkout

Find out more:
www.aks-anker.com
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ANKER Mobile Media Pillar

Customer information made flexible
The rapid development of mobile devices is not just an issue that affects
us privately for a long time now. Mobile devices have also established
themselves in the retail sector.

Mobile and fit for retailers
The ANKER Mobile Media Pillar offers you the ideal platform for a
mobile and simultaneously secure use of your mobile devices. Position
your tablet or any desired device, conveniently and securely on the
media pillar with a VESA mount. Whether it is used as a kiosk system,
customer information centre or sales assistant: With the Mobile Media
Pillar, you are keeping pace with the times. It can be set up quickly and
easily wherever you would like to address your customers. The sturdy
base plate made of metal and the hidden security lock of the tablet
mount give you a maximum of security. ANKER Mobile Media Pillar –
perfected for the retail sector.

› Use mobile devices virtually anywhere
› Flexible use, a variety of options
› Sturdy, visually appealing design
› Secure, due to lockable tablet mount

Safely stored, easy to take off

Communication at customer level
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ANKER Mobile Table Topper

Mobility in the customer dialogue
The rapid development of mobile end devices is not just an issue that
affects us privately for a long time now. Mobile devices have also established themselves in the retail sector.

One solution, many applications
With the ANKER Table Topper you benefit from maximum flexibility in the
use of mobile end devices. Its robust and compact design stand offers
maximum security. The Table Topper is a portable solution with a lockable mount for tablets on a very sturdy stand base and virtually limitless
applications. Your tablet turns into the perfect assistant in consultations
and ensures optimum customer interaction. It can also be taken along to
the table as a mobile entertainment solution.

› More secure, mobile use
› Flexible for various uses
› Sturdy and visually appealing design
› Secure due to lockable tablet bracket

Secure but always flexible
The Table Topper offers the advantage that it cannot be carried out of the
store. You have the mobility of a tablet and the same security as with a
fixed installation.

Easy to install horizontally or vertically

Double sided mounting

Find out more:
www.aks-anker.com
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UCDM

Modern, flexible, functional and safe
The robust universal drawer convinces thanks to its numerous installation options. Not only can it be conveniently positioned on the counter, it
can also be installed under the counter by means of a mounting frame.
The third option is unique on the market: for the UCDM to make a real
statement at the cash desk, it can be partially recessed in the countertop.
The cash insert is worldwide unique and can be easily removed and
folded as a closed system for safe transport to the back office. It can be
secured with a security lock. Due to its compact size, the folded money
tray can easily be stored in the safe.

UCDM at a glance
› Cash drawer insert is a closed system
› 3 installation variants for maximum flexibility
› 6/8 coin and 4/5 note compartments
› Robust due to sturdy metal housing

The variable money insert can be individually adapted. It has 4 note compartments and 8 coin cups as standard. If required, 2 coin cups can be
combined to form a 5th note compartment. By adding further separators,
the remaining 6 coin cups can be increased to 8. Weighable coin cups
optionally available.
ANKER offers a different version of the UCDM, where a Flexi Stand can be
installed.

Cable guidance and pilot
holes for pole mounting
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Cash drawer with pole socket

Installation
Three installation variants for maximum flexibility:
1. Simple installation on the counter.
2. Under the counter held by a mounting frame.
3. Partially recessed in the countertop.

Microswitch
A microswitch for status checks is integrated.

Electrical connection options
Compatible with all systems.
Cash drawer with tablet holder mounting

Connecting cable
Compatible to the pin of the cash register, various lengths available.

Lock on the cash drawer
2-position cylinder lock (emergency opening, electrical operation)
including 2 keys with 200 different lock variants optional.

Lock on the cash drawer insert
Key lock optional for individual locking.

Cash drawer with display mounting

Technical data

Colour
RAL 7021

Cash insert is worldwide unique; can be folded

Width
390 mm

Height
100 mm

Depth
442 mm

Weight of
Voltage
drawer
12, 24, 36 V
7,5 kg
Variation for
poles 10,9 kg

Find out more:
www.aks-anker.com
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ANKER customized solutions

A solution for every requirement
Not every existing solution fits to every checkout desk. If the solution that
you require cannot be put together with our modular system, we will be
pleased to assist you quickly with the design of your customised solution.
With the firm attitude of “nothing is impossible”, we are avail- able to you
with advice and assistance in order to jointly develop the ideal solution to
the requirements at your POS. Our experienced team will be pleased to
visit you for individual consultation and support.
With all of the components of the modular system, the cables are installed
within the system. Therefor you have a hygienic and easy to clean solution.
Individual modules of your solution are inserted into one another. With this
type of design, you will have a checkout with a calm and very tidy layout, so
that the pay terminals adapt perfectly to the environment. Another benefit is
the high stability of the ANKER poles.

› Rotable and tiltable mountings
› Permanently installable and expandable
as required
› Inner cable routing and smooth surfaces
› Individual consulting and solution

Many different pole components

Customised solution with a curved tube; the ideal solution,
especially in confined spaces behind the counter.
Customised solution with devices

Find out more:
www.aks-anker.com
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Find more
solutions on
www.anker.com
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Item number: 93000.103-0000

Anker Kassensysteme GmbH
Striegauer Str. 21
33719 Bielefeld
Germany
 +49 (0) 521 301 0
 info@aks-anker.de
 www.aks-anker.com

